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Publishing - with a capital P  
!  A Marketing Meme – to emphasize a distinction 
  to publish: make publicly available, e.g. upload to website 
  to Publish - as in Scientific Publishing : 
!  is a quite formal, “ritualised” process  
requires systematic 3rd party scrutiny 
=> QA supposedly yields higher quality 
!  establishes priority 
!  quality + priority => reputation => willingness to share 
!  published items become part of “The Records of Science” 
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(Data) Publishing - with a capital P  
!  Standardized, well known process  
=> TRUST => we can build on the work of others !! 
!  Apply these mechanisms to data  
- get all the benefits !!  
  thus: “Data Publishing with a capital P”  
 
!  In a broader sense, this is about:  
To make data a legitimate part of research culture 
?? 
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Agenda 
!  A little bit of “historical perspective” 
!  Impression from recent publishers’ workshop  
( COPDESS )  
!  ESSD, a Data Publishing journal, est. 2008 
with a note on presentation of data 
!  Linked Scientific Information 
(all Capital Letters) – but what are the objects? 
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An impression from history of science 
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Modern Science is based on data  
– since Renaissance! 
!  1606 - 1618: Kepler‘s Laws  
!  reduced Tycho Brahe‘s quality data  
!  1684 – 1687 Newton De Motu – Principia 
!  explained (!) Kepler‘s laws 
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The biggest experiment on this planet - ARGO 
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An important, “typical” Experiment 
•  EISENEX / EIFEX : Two expeditions of “Polarstern” :  
With a few tons of iron fertilizer, south of Capetown …. 
•  EIFEX (2004):  
–  54 scientists and students  
from  
–  14 institutes and  
3 companies from  
–  7 EU countries  




•  “Biogeochemistry”  
•  + Satellite observations ! 
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Scared in the 17th Century 
Hooke, published 
his law  
 
1676 by anagram 
„ceiiinossssttuv“ 
 
1678 in booklet 
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Impressions from COPDESS 
 
 
-  Coalition on Publishing Data in the 
Earth and Space Sciences - 
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COPDESS Statement of Commitment (Oct 2014/Jan 2015) 
!  Long list of signatories – EXCERPT: 
  American Geophysical Union 
  COOPEUS 
  Copernicus Publications 
  Elsevier 
  European Geosciences Union 
  ICSU World Data System 
  National Snow and Ice Data Center 
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Journals‘ Transparency Criteria 
!  TOP: modular, agnostic to disciplines, low barrier to entry; categories are: 
  a) data citation 
  b) design transparency (standard operating procedures, protocols) 
  c) materials transparency 
  d) data transparency 
  e) analytical methods (code) transparency 
  f) preregistration of studies 
  g) preregistration of analysis plans 
  h) replication 
!  3 levels 
  level 1: article states whether data are available and where to access 
  level 2: data has to be in trusted repository 
  level 3: data in TR, but reported analyses will be reproduced independently 
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Journals‘ Transparency Criteria 
!  > 526 journals signed + 50 organizations, commitment to review guidelines 
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Directory of trustworthy repositories (for ESS): 
!  Discipline-specific, because only those 
  can catch the needed metadata 
  can be regarded sustainable 
!  In order of specificity: 
  re3data.org 
  „something" developed by AGU/NSF/COS 
  journals’ lists (ESSD, Scientific Data) 
!  Certification 
  WDS (actually an accreditation process) 
  Data Seal of Approval  
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Identifiers 
!  For data: persistent identifiers for data,  
 preferably DOIs, implying fixity, integrity! 
!  For authors, contributors: ORCID 
 all publishers to use ORCID, even the ORCID AuthN service 
!  For samples: IGSN 
!  For grants: FundRef   ( http://www.crossref.org/fundref/ ) 
  http://dx.doi.org/10.13039/501100000780,  
  "European Commission", 
  "narrower": [{"resource": "http://dx.doi.org/
10.13039/501100000889"},  
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Transparency = Openness? 
!  The “How” of Open 
  Is registration acceptable ?? 
  Which kind of license (if any) 
!  The “When” of Open 
  Some time after end of data acquisition? 
  Some time after end of project / funding? 
  At time of publication?! 
!  After acceptance? 
  If there is an on-going embargo, how can reviewers have 
access? 
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ESSD – Data Publishing in practise 
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2013: CO above Troll Station, Original Data 
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ESSD Principles and Criteria 
!  ESSD expects data to be at a repository and be 
  Open Access, static, with a DOI 
!  ESSD expects authors to describe in the article 
  provenance, methods, limitations, estimates of error 
!  ESSD expects reviewers to  
  actually look at the data 
  assess consistency of article and dataset  
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200 Data References ? 
A huge work to find, assess, 
collate (quality) data; 
 
24 out of 43 text pages are 
source data references! 
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2012: Nature Climate Change, ESSD and CDIAC 
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Global Carbon Atlas - Visualization 
!  Note the two panels in www.globalcarbonatlas.org   
  data journalism (“emissions”) 
  scientific visualization (“research”) 
!  At the project website www.globalcarbonproject.org  
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Data Journalism and Scientific Visualization 
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Conclusions  
!  „Earth Science“ is a „Big Data“ problem (“Variety” in 3 Vs) 
  finding and exploiting patterns in metadata and data 
!  Still needs Publishing processes 
  For quality assurance and recognition 
  Published text is the best „metadata“ one can have 
  Articles are still the linking hubs in the digital assets 
ecosystem 
!  Needs trustworthy infrastructures for data, software, … 
  most of all skilled people doing all the curatorial stuff etc. 
!  Clever systems exploiting all this for discovery, aggregation, 
analysis, … real time alerting, disaster mitigation, … 
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Bonus Material 






There is more than separate 
 
publications and data! 
 
Let‘s link it! 
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PANGAEA – Elsevier 
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eXpedition (in production since 2005) 
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eXpedition (2014) 
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eXpedition (2014) 
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eXpedition (2014) 
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eXpedition – Publications and Data network 
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